Meta Universe Whitepaper

Best Memecoins 2022

JOIN US TO DISCOVER THE SUPER UNIVERSE
Meta Universe is a memecoin that will be warmly welcomed by all communities in 2022. Meta Universe will accompany the explosion of meta technology, explore and conquer the universe with meta universe without you have to go to space. In the galaxy there are countless planets that we do not know yet. By experiencing the meta technology that will take us there, exploring the universe in a virtual reality world. Meta Universe mission is changing new perspectives on life with you and experience them with rich imagination. Meta Universe memecoin was born to do just that break certain rules. Meta Universe journey is to build a strong community of like-minded people to make illusions more real. Are you ready to explore with Meta Universe? If you are ready, we are all ready too. Let's go.
This is a smart contract code that creates liquidity. It will increase liquidity, making transactions faster. Total slippage fee is 12%: 2% tax fee, 5% auto-liquidation, 5% return to marketing wallet. The more transaction, the better liquidity generating token. The liquidity pool will be locked for 1 year after launch. Everything is safe and transparent.

Token Information

- Total Supply: 69,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
- Symbol: MU
- Decimal: 9

- 10% Burn: (6,900,000,000,000,000,000,000)
- 5% Developers: (3,450,000,000,000,000,000,000)
- 2% Listed On Decentralized Exchanges: (1,380,000,000,000,000,000,000)
- 20% Bridge to ETH & Eventually Other Blockchains: (13,800,000,000,000,000,000,000)
- 60% Fair Launch on Pancakeswap: (41,400,000,000,000,000,000,000)
Roadmap

Phase 1:
• Build Telegram Community
• Build Telegram Channel
• Build Twitter
• Build Website
• Generate Public Token (BSC)

Phase 2:
• Fair Launch Listing (Pancakeswap, Dextools, Poocoin)
• Strong Marketing On Social Media. (Youtube, Channel Community, Twitter...)
• List Coinmarketcap & Coingecko Fast Tracking
• Ads (Poocoin & More)
• Logos (Poocoin, Trust Wallet, Dextools, & More)

Phase 3:
• 24/7 Continuous Powerful Marketing & Influencers
• Hotbit Exchange Listing
• Dex Listing

Phase 4:
• Website Update
• Beta Swap
• Beta Wallet
• More Coming
Meta Universe, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts, utilities, or any applications (“Meta Universe”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this white paper or on the Website is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. Meta Universe is decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures, or entities exerting any form of governance. The Meta Universe smart contracts are open-source and security audited. The Meta Universe token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. Meta Universe is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed Stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This white paper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation to invest in Meta Universe or acquire or use Meta Universe tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of Meta Universe represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this white paper or the website, and/or using any portion or element of Meta Universe (including the Meta Universe token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of Blockchain and/or Crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including Meta Universe, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with Meta Universe, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Use at your own risk entirely and do your own research before making any type of investment. The user accepts full responsibility.
Meta Universe uses ambitious robotic hand technology, (Meta Universe) there will be no pre-sale happening. Meta Universe started its first robotic finger on the crypto market by launching it fairly to all investors, which is great when all are fair. Meta Universe will be continued by the team with constant marketing throughout the journey to space exploration. by using a marketing wallet. Meta Universe will need the support and trusting companionship from the Meta Universe community. a very long journey of discovery. we are a healthy community let's connect that power, and make Meta Universe the best memecoin of 2022.

Meta Universe, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts, utilities, or any applications (“Meta Universe”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this white paper or on the Website is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. Meta Universe is decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures, or entities exerting any form of governance. The Meta Universe smart contracts are open-source and security audited. The Meta Universe token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. Meta Universe is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed Stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This white paper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation to invest in Meta Universe or acquire or use Meta Universe tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of Meta Universe represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this white paper or the website, and/or using any portion or element of Meta Universe (including the Meta Universe token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of Blockchain and/or Crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including Meta Universe, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with Meta Universe, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Use at your own risk entirely and do your own research before making any type of investment. The user accepts full responsibility.
Thank You

Meta Universe
www.metauniversemu.com